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Soon, everyone in Truman also dispersed.

The remaining powerhouses of the countries were not reconciled, and still rushed into
the waterfall to search, only hoping to find one or two Yuanling Fruits that Mark had
missed.

But unfortunately, this is destined to be wishful thinking.

How could Mark make such a low-level mistake?

“Hey~”

“It seems that this year, I will return without success.”

“However, I really didn’t expect that the members of the Chu Sect would participate in
this kind of competition.”

“Furthermore, has also sent the worship elders to participate in the war?”

After searching for no results for a long time, many people have given up and accepted
the cruel reality in front of them.

However, apart from the loss, everyone only found it strange.

You know, according to the previous Dollar Lingguo contests, Trumen never
participated.

Only this year, the powerful Chumen intervened strongly, and this invisibly revealed an
inexplicable weirdness.

“However, what is even more unexpected, is that hot summer boy?”

“This young man has even suppressed Chu Clan’s limelight!”

“The worship elder was cut by him, and he was not afraid of the high-ranking Chumen.”

“All the Dollar Ling Fruits are all in his pocket.”



“The summer martial arts, where almost all of them were killed last time, became the
only winner this year?”

“Hey~”

“It’s really fickle, unpredictable.”

Thinking of the youth who killed the elders of Chumen with invincibility before, many
people sighed, envy and jealousy in their hearts.

At this time, Kong Ming and Lu Hua happened to pass by.

A few people who knew Kong Ming hurriedly called to them and said congratulations:
“Mr Kong, congratulations.”

“This year, your martial arts in the hot summer, but you shine, and you have returned
with a full load.”

“Getting so many kinds of spiritual fruits, I am afraid that in the near future, several grand
masters will be born in the martial arts of the summer.”

“However, compared with these Yuanling Fruits, what is more precious is your Hot
Summer Martial Dao, and there is another enchanting genius.”

“You have the power of a master at a young age.”

“Now, I am even more turning the tide and stepping on the feet of Elder Chumen!”

“This battle alone, I believe that in the future, the name Mark will resound in the world of
martial arts.”

“Congratulations to you hot summer, you have a stunning talent~”

“I believe that within thirty years, there will be another titled master in the summer!”

Everyone, you say a word to me, congratulating Kong Ming and others.

However, after hearing these congratulatory words from them, Kong Ming and others
couldn’t laugh at all, but felt very uncomfortable in their hearts.

It stands to reason that having an experience of fighting side by side with such an
enchanting genius is definitely an opportunity for the three of Kong Ming, an opportunity
to make friends with future great men.

But now, Mo said that he has made friends and can almost become an enemy.

Do you think Kong Ming can feel better in their hearts?



“What amazing talent?”

“I think it’s too early to say this.”

“He killed Elder Truman and caused such a catastrophe, how long he can live is
unknown.”

“Maybe, the next time you hear of his deeds, it will be his death.”

Lu Hua said coldly, his words filled with sourness.

“Okay, shut up you!”

“With this mindset, your achievements in this life will end here.”

Kong Ming gave a low drink and directly told Lu Hua to shut up.

Kong Ming’s attitude towards Lu Hua has undoubtedly changed.

Even kick this Lu Hua’s heart to death.

After all, the reason why their relationship with Mark is so stalemate is largely because
of this Lu Hua.

Had it not been for Lu Hua’s repeated embarrassment for Mark, and even fanning the
flames, Kong Ming would not have driven Mark out of the team.

Chapter 2559

“Yan Xi, let’s go.”

After speaking, Kong Ming didn’t bother to pay attention to Lu Hua anymore, shouted Lu
Yanxi and turned his head and left.

Only Lu Hua left behind, stunned by himself.

“What did I do to me?”

“Have you offended you?”

Finally, the crowd here has dispersed.

The powerhouses from all over the world embarked on a journey back after finishing up
for a while.



The matter here is over, and the ownership of the Dollar Ling Guo has also been settled.
The powerhouses of various countries naturally have no need to stay.

When everyone left, only the strong Indians remained here.

Just now, Renault and others slapped Mark. Even if they survived by luck, they
obviously only had half their lives left, even if they walked, they limped.

However, even so, Renault and the others still endured the severe physical pain, dug a
few pits nearby, and buried those companions and brothers who had died under Mark’s
palm.

Soon, several low tombs were erected in the rain forest.

Lei Nuo waited for a few people who were still alive, and worshipped three times in front
of the grave.

Bang~

Suddenly, Renault, who was deeply saddened, slammed his fist against the hard ground
under his feet.

He gritted his teeth and growled with wide eyes.

“Mark!”

“You killed my brother and killed my compatriots. I’m the Indian martial arts, and I will
never end with you~”

“In this life, if I don’t kill you, I swear not to be a man!!”

The angry and vicious voice resounded in the depths of the Amazon rain forest like a
thunderstorm.

Suddenly, the wind was rolling, and the three thousand birds were also startled.

Sunlight is like water, sprinkling dazzlingly through the dense leaves.

The sun dispelled the darkness here.

But, it can’t dissipate the chill here.

“Brother, what should I do next?”

“Just return home like this?”

After a long time, the person next to him asked Renault.



Renault shook his head and said coldly: “Going back to Vietnam?”

“Why go back to Vietnam?”

“The matter is far from over.”

Renault raised his head and looked into the distance.

In the old eyes, an inexplicable edge flashed.

————

————

On the other side, Mark had been away from that valley for a long time.

It seemed that Mark was also going to leave the Amazon rainforest directly, and then
returned to Vietnam.

However, when he was halfway there, Mark suddenly stopped.

Turning around, looking in a direction behind him, doubts emerged between his
eyebrows.

Because, along the way, Mark found that somewhere in the rain forest, there has always
been a pure and strong power of heaven and earth, looming.

At first, Mark thought it was the reason why the heaven and earth energy around the
Yuanling fruit tree hadn’t dissipated, but as time passed, Mark felt more and more
wrong.

Because of that power

The richness seems to be stronger than the power of heaven and earth before the
Yuanling Fruit Tree.

And, it’s still looming.

If it hadn’t been for Mark to perceive people, I am afraid it would be difficult to find out.

“It’s weird.”

“Could it be that there is a fourth one, the Dollar Ling fruit tree will not succeed?”

Mark frowned, secretly guessing.

Driven by curiosity, Mark finally decided to go and explore it himself.



In this way, Mark slowly moved forward according to his own perception.

Along the way, there are thorns and trees, and beasts roar.

And, as it goes deeper, the surrounding trees become taller and luxuriant.

The dense leaves almost obscured the sky.

The outside was bright and bright like day, but under the shade of the trees, it was dim
like night.
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